face properties at various stations can better be compared
in terms of the drag coefficient C = \/ 7/V (where
V is a characteristic wind speed). If V is the wind speed
at 4 meters, C4 at Plateau is 0.035 as compared to 0.037
at Little America and 0.042 at South Pole. The standard
deviation of the 11 values of C 4 computed at Plateau
Station is reduced when the reasonable assumption is
made that V be the average geostrophic speed in the
computed friction layer. The average drag coefficient
then becomes 0.020.
The total energy E t loss due to surface friction was
computed by using the relation
Et = Vgo To cos Cc 0'
where Vg ,, is the surface geostrophic wind, T,, the
surface stress, and w 0 the angle between the two. The
total energy (dissipation of kinetic energy) shown in the
table varies from 0.01 to 0.16 watts/M 2, depending on
both the surface stress value and the wind speed in the
free atmosphere above the friction layer. The mean value
of 0.05 watts/M 2 is 40 times smaller than the estimated
mean global E t value of 2 watts/M 2 and is roughly four
orders of magnitude less than incoming solar radiation.
The effect of frictional heating in the total heat budget
therefore is negligibly small.
The upper limit of the surface boundary layer is defined as that height at which the vertical flux of kinetic
energy becomes nondivergent; that is, where
=0
ifff
(Kraus, 1972). These heights are given in the table as
hk . For comparison, h gives the height of the surface
boundary layer defined by that layer where r. - T is
less than or equal to 0.1 To.
Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the method used in
computing friction layer characteristics. All class mean
wind hodographs were assumed to represent non-accelerated flow with no vertical motion. The coordinate system
was defined so that the negative v axis was directed
along the 1/2 meter wind vector with the u axis directed
90 0 to the left. The system's mean difference between
the observed v component and the geostrophic v g component must be identically zero when integrated over the
friction layer. The analogous u-u,, difference in the
friction layer must be equal to TO/p . Note that U g and
vg are not constant with height, but decrease upward
due to the influence of a large thermal wind vector
(having the components of u and v 1 ). This arises due
to the inversion slope produced by the topographic
gradient (Lettau and Schwerdtfeger, 1967; Schwerdtfeger
and Mahrt, 1968). Assuming an inversion slope of
1/1000 at 60 0 azimuth, the thermal wind vector was
computed from the mean observed temperature gradient
for each class. The resulting ageostrophic hodograph is
assumed to depend only on friction. Figs. 2a and 2b illustrate observed hodographs and resulting computed stress
spirals. Results appear very encouraging for each class
with a surface stress azimuth greater than 40 0 . These
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have shapes similar to that shown in fig. 2a. The assumptions apparently do not hold true for the other cases, as in
fig. 2b. Airflow from the 270° to 360 0 sector may have
been disturbed by internal wave motion as occasionally
was evidenced by wave cloud observations, and therefore
may violate the assumption of geostrophic balance. Further analysis of less stable cases as well as additional
wind azimuth groups is planned.
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1972 solar cosmic ray events
A. J .
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During 1972 we observed 9 solar cosmic ray events
with greater than 0.4 decibel absorption at 30 megahertz
(table). This compared to 11 in 1971 and 14 in 1970.
The August 2 and 7, 1972, solar cosmic ray events
were the largest observed since the McDonnell Douglas
Polar Station Program began operation in February 1962
(Baker et al., 1972; Masley and Baker, 1972). Our
analysis of riometer data suggests that the peak intensities
for >10 megaelectronvolts were comparable to those
during the November 12, 1960, event. During this event,
the McMurdo Station area experienced only short periods
of daylight, as shown by the arrows in fig. 1. Shepherd
Bay Station had continuous sunlight down to 30 kilometers, although the earth's shadow reached a higher
level each day and was at 23 kilometers on August 10.
A significant diurnal effect is shown in the data.
Riometer absorption at 30 megahertz began to increase
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

at about 0800 on August 3, at both polar stations. Significant radio noise was seen on the Shepherd Bay riometers during the period 2000-2400 on August 2. At
0000 on August 4, the absorption rapidly began to increase. The Shepherd Bay 30 megahertz riorneter was
saturated from about 1120 to 2330 on August 4. The
McMurdo 30 megahertz riometer was saturated from
2110 to 2250 on August 4, just before McMurdo sunrise
at 30 kilometers (fig. 1).
Until August 7 the absorption decayed. At 1600 on
August 7, 30 and 50 megahertz radio noise was observed
at Shepherd Bay. At 1770 absorption increased, reaching
15 decibels for 30 megahertz at 0030 on August 9.
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Figure 1.
Using the relationship between riometer absorption
and the intensity of > 10 megaelectron volts protons,
established by Kane and Masley (1969, 1972), the particle intensity can be determined
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During the period when the 30 megahertz riometer
was saturated, the 50 megahertz absorption was used
(fig. 2). The 30 megahertz/So megahertz ratio determined during other parts of the event was used to obtain
the effective 30 megahertz absorption. We therefore
had continuous, unsaturated absorption measurements
throughout the event. Although this is one of the major
reasons for operation of a 50 megahertz riometer, in
addition to 30 megahertz, this was the first time it was
required during the past 11 years. The peak intensity
for greater than 10 megaelectronvolts protons inferred
from the riometer measurements was —3 X 10 4 /cm2 sec - ster at 2130 on August 4. Since many satellite
experiments were saturated or had undetermined intensities during this event's peak, this information may be
helpful in interpreting satellite data. The intensity is
equivalent to the peak greater than 10 megaelectronvolts
intensity during the November 12, 1960, event, one of
the largest observed to date.
The McDonnell Douglas polar station program was
supported by National Science Foundation contract C-393
and the McDonnell Douglas Independent Research and
Development Program. Station operation currently is
supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research
contract F44620-73-C-0063, with logistic support in the
Antarctic provided by the National Science Foundation.
We are indebted to the Canadian Government for allowing operation of the Shepherd Bay Station, Northwest
Territory.
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1972 solar cosmic ray events.
Date
January 20

Maximum absorption
(decibels at 30 megahertz)
1.9

March 6

2.1

April 18

4.5

April 28

0.6

May 29

2.6

June 16

2.2

August 4

>60.0

August 8

15.6

October 31

3.1
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Figure 1. Nucleonic intensity at the South Pole during the August
1972, record-breaking cosmic ray storm. The magnitudes of the
galactic ray intensity reductions (Forbush decreases) and of the
relativistic solar particle fluxes (ground level events) exceeded
those at any other earth station.
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an increase that significantly was above the pre-storm
level. This meant that, at first sight, the August 4 fluctuations at these stations appeared to constitute the usual
precursor associated with the second Forbush decrease,

SHAKTI P. DUGGAL
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Last year's review (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1972) reported the observation, on September 1, 1971, of an
exceedingly rare event: the arrival of solar cosmic rays
produced on the sun's invisible disk, far beyond the
limb. The abnormal and unexpected north-south asymmetry, manifested by the significant difference in the
McMurdo-Thule intensity vs time profiles, stimulated an
intensive analytical study. The surprising results of this
recently completed analysis (Duggal and Pomerantz, in
press) are having great impact upon our basic understanding of important solar phenomena.
The most exciting occurrence during 1972 was a record-breaking cosmic ray storm that commenced on August
4, 1972 (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1973). The magnitude
of all of its features was greater at South Pole Station
than at any other station in the world.
Fig. 1 shows that (in addition to the enormous galactic
cosmic ray flux reduction, reflected in a total diminution
of the nucleonic intensity of about 35 percent) there
were two ground level events (GLE) representing the
arrival of relativistic solar particles. Because there was
not a normal time association between GLE-1 and an
appropriate solar flare, it unambiguously was identifiable
only in the data from South Pole Station (Pomerantz
and Duggal, in press). In fact, as fig. 2 shows, the sea
level polar stations Thule and McMurdo did not reveal
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Figure 2. Observations of ground level event 1 on an expanded
scale, as recorded at several polar stations. Because nucleonic
intensity at the South Pole exceeded the pre-storm level 10 percent), this feature represented the arrival of relativistic solar
cosmic rays.
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